
Always stay in perfect shape -   
for shaped parts and for you
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Efficiently bringing pieces into shape – 
an art we keep refining

EPDM molding 
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EPDM molding 

Giving shape and design to Elastomer, TPE and Thermoplast shaped 
parts with the highest efficiency is a principle SPT Production has been 
consequently faithful to since its founding in 2002. Growing with the 
increasingly big tasks into an internationally successful medium-sized 
company and keeping lean process chains as well as a simple  
organizational structure are inseparable for us. We can justifiably  
say that lean manufacturing is deeply rooted in our corporate 
culture.

PRICE  ///  Using production factors efficiently lies in our nature. 
The lean organizational structure of SPT Production ensures a sustai-
nable, lean cost structure. See for yourself how fast, budget-friendly, 
and perfectly we can realize your ideas. We are looking forward to your 
query.

QUALITY  ///  From the development at the quality location  
Germany to the manufacturing SPT Production works without  
compromise. Every day anew, we strive to optimize and automate 
processes with our innovative ideas. As the highest quality is our 
benchmark, we have internalized the zero-defect principle.

RELIABILITY  ///  Our extensive experience in mold  
construction – especially in the automotive sector – is particularly in 
demand. But above all, being able to use one‘s expertise just-in-time. 
No matter what your individual requirements may be: rest assured  
that we will delight you with operational excellence.
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EQUIPMENT  ///  SPT Production consistently relies on high-
performance machines from renowned manufacturers. Walking through 
our production facilities you’ll find, among others, top technology from 
DESMA, ENGEL and LWB STEINL. Status 2015: the modernized and 
machine park fully equipped with automation technology includes 20 
injection presses, a lacquering system and stamping and work areas  
for the assembly – further expansion is already planned.

EXPERTISE   ///  Our comprehensive expertise in mold  
construction results from many years of experience, especially in the 
highly demanding automotive industry. In the high profile segment,  
SPT Production was able to make a name as a supplier of complex  
molded parts and complete solutions – in our core business of mass 
production as well as in small production runs and singular develop-
ments for concept vehicles. Our sound advice concerning material  
mixtures and components, tools and manufacturing processes is  

becoming more and more important.

CUSTOMERS   ///  Always endeavoring and achieving the 
maximum efficiency, quality consciousness and punctual delivery has 
made us an estimated automotive partner over the years. And that‘s 
what makes us interesting also for other industries with permanently 
increasing demands. Whether you are engaged in automotive, machine, 
building or civil engineering, whether you manufacture customized 
vehicle parts or electronic equipment – take advantage of the benefits 
of a successful cooperation and partnership with SPT Production.
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Equipped with everything that counts: 
Top machinery, extensive expertise 
and great passion
SPT production can face competition well equipped: we have long since established ourselves as a specialist 

for complete solutions around complex moldings. This way, our expertise in injection molding is as well  

recognized as our continuously enhanced range of services. As a „solution finder“ we invent ourselves time 

and again. With our growing competencies, we are also increasingly attracting customers outside the  

automotive sector.
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How do we answer complex questions? 
Competently– with tailor-made solutions



An example from the automotive industry shows that, nowadays, the demand is no longer for single  
Elastomer or TPE shape parts but rather for intelligent complete solutions. In modern vehicles, our sealing 
systems contribute to ergonomics, aerodynamics and design, at various points of the car body as well as  
the engine. These complex structures and complete profile solutions – often with material mixes, clips,  

metal inserts and quality finishes – integrate almost seamlessly even in case of molded parts.
On the following pages, we are going to illustrate to you how we keep the individual processes lean  
within the entire supply chain.
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You may already have a good idea of what the needed shape part 
should look like but you just can’t visualize it exactly? No problem. Just 
send us your 2D-drawings, first sketches or other drafts – we will make 
a CAD file from them and send you the respective offer. 

Best of all, you send us the desired product data directly as a CAD file. 
This offers the advantage that we can evaluate the data directly on 
modern and powerful CAD workstations (CATIA, Autodesk Inventor). The 
sooner you involve SPT Production in your development and planning 
stage, the better because this way you can be certain from the very 
beginning on that your production processes are planned as slim as 
they are realized.
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Just now an image on a computer – already completely real in front of 
you: SPT Production consistently uses 3D-printing accelerating product 
development. In no time, we create a true-to-scale 3D-prototype using 
3D-printers without needing to design and build cost intensive tools.

This enables us to work on practical samples in advance and gain valu-
able insights for the subsequent manufacture of tools and molds. This 
knowledge flows directly into the subsequent tool construction process 
and saves you thus the usual, very costly changes to existing tools.
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In addition to simple tools for single prototypes and small series,  
SPT Production also manufactures highly complex tools for mass  
production. Especially in the automotive industry, they must be  
characterized by an extremely high durability and work as precisely 
during the entire automotive manufacturing lifecycle as did on the  
first day.

Good to know that our maintenance service is specialized in the 
maintenance of precision tools and looks back on over 30 years of 
experience in injection molding. We offer you the opportunity to inspect 
all the processes and products after their completion directly on our 
machines and release them for production. Since our goal is your  
satisfaction with our high-precision tools.

Precision work  
in mold construction
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“SURCO”-TREATMENT
FOR MATT SURFACES

 
COMBINED  
COMPONENTS

The individual surface treatment of injection molding tools is defini-
tely one of our specialist disciplines. Herein we benefit from the close 
cooperation with our longstanding partner Surtechno. The Belgian 
company specializes in the SURCO surface technology.

As an option, SPT Production happily utilizes their surface-finishing 
tools for you. With the help of boundary samples, you can individually 
choose the gloss level or structure as surface effects. The treated  
injection mold can be easily cleaned by laser. When applied regularly, 
the surface structure lasts long.

This very special surface treatment is not only superficially an  
advantage: impurities or contaminations are greatly reduced by the 
compression of micro-cracks in the surface. As the gloss of moldings 
can be completely reduced and matt moldings come out of the tool, 

Required surface effects 
as your competitive advantage  

Example SURCO scale and tool with SURCO surface in  

comparison to untreated standard steel 

lacquering them for aesthetic reasons becomes obsolete. Even on  
existing surfaces, this special treatment can be applied. In addition, 
the flow inside the tool can be improved up to 30% by the compressed 
surface.
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Take injection presses from reputable manufacturers – equip these 
with high-precision tools and then find the right mix. True to  
customer taste we guarantee a reliable implementation of the 
production with lean manufacturing, efficient processes and a high 
degree of automation. But the question how we match machinery, 
material, tools and processes in detail and continuously improve  
the mix shall remain our secret.

In our area of expertise, i.e. the production of shaped parts, quality is 
of the utmost importance. We do everything in our power to come as 
close as possible to the zero-error principle because this is the only 
way we can comply with the extreme quality requirements of our 
clients from the automotive industry, some of which require even  
zero ppm. 

Our recipe for success 
with the injection presses
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SPT Production sees logistics as an integrated process around the 
maximum customer satisfaction. Since we view the individual customer 
requirements as the focal point of the whole process, we flexibly adapt 
our entire logistics chain to each client. 

For this purpose an example from the automotive industry: The delivery 
schedule is received electronically via EDI and immediately processed 
in the ERP system for production planning, including the planning of 
safety stocks and optimal storage. Resistant packaging requirements, 
including container management enable an efficient internal transport. 
In shipping, we use goods tags at the cargo units according to VDA, 
Odette, or Edifact standard. After the goods have been picked up by a 
logistics service provider, we immediately send an Advanced Shipping 
Notification (ASN) to the customer.

Logical for us 
to take a holistic view on logistics

Why all this meticulousness in logistics? Because this way we deliver 
the right product to the right place at the right time in the right  
quantity, the right quality, and at the right cost, perfectly  
compliant with the 6R-rule. Last but not least,  
100% punctuality pays also in  
100% customer satisfaction.
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Our machinery and expertise are ready for you. Just give us a start 
signal, so we will get active for you and enthuse you with our  
process-optimized and cost-conscious production in any  
possible way.

We are happy to prove our whole 
performance capability to you

MACHINE P
ARK

Number 4x 3x 2x 1x 1x 3x  2x 3x  

Manufacturer ENGEL KLÖCKNER DESMA KLÖCKNER DESMA LWB STEINL LWB STEINL LWB STEINL  RUTIL RUTIL 

Type ES2500T500V 968.400 Z0 966.215 Z0 VREF VSEFE/2P LWB 300  300/220 AB SAD 114/40 

Closing force 5000 kN 4500 kN 2500 kN 3200 kN 3000 kN 300 kN  2200 kN 400 kN 





Contact us 
right away ...

SPT Production GmbH
Friedrich-List-Allee 50
41844 Wegberg

Phone: +49(0)2432-89100-0
Fax: +49(0)2432-89100-14
E-mail: info@spt-production.de


